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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

This research is kind of experimental research , the researcher used quasi

experimental design with non equvalent control group. The problem found on this

research were some of students use grammar incorrectly when speaking English ,

some of students had lack of vocabulary to speak ,some of the students are not

able to pronounce English words well, some of students are afraid of making

mistakes in  speaking English, the teaching techniques do not give good

contribution to teaching speaking. To solve the problem the writer used the

strategy, the strategy is Four Corners Strategy.

Four Corners strategy is to provide content-rich topics in every unit,

extensive opportunities to practice natural English, integrated skills, and a wide

variety of engaging speaking activities.Reffering to the data analysis and data

presentation in chapter IV, finnaly the researcher concludes that the answer of the

formulation of the problem:

1. Students’ speaking ability of the second year at SMAN 3 Pekanbaru taught

without using Four Corners Strategy is low.

2. Students’ speaking ability of the second year at SMAN 3 Pekanbaru taught

by using Four Corners Strategy is high.

3. The Four Corners Strategy gives sigificant effect to students’ speaking

ability at second year of SMAN 3 Pekanbaru.
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B. Suggestion

Considering the result of this study, the writer would like to propose some

suggetions. They are as follows:

1. Suggestion for Teachers

a. The teacher should be more creative in selecting strategy that can be

used in teaching english, especially speaking skill, for example by

using Four Corners Strategy.

b. The teacher should give more chance to students in practicing english

orally.

c. The teacher should use the appropriate media to support teaching and

learning process.

2. Suggestion for Students

a. The students should pay more attetion to the lesson explained by the

teacher.

b. The students should practice english routinely to improve their

speaking.

c. The students should be more active in the class.

3. Suggestion for the Other Reserchers

a. The reserchers are expected to find new stratgeies, techniques,

methods, and appproaches in order to make students feel enjoyable in

learning english.

b. The researchers should be seriuosly to do the research. Because the

process of the research will influence the result.


